
GLE SUV



More intelligent and attentive than ever – the GLE puts  
the SUV in a whole new light.

The shape of success.  
In a whole new dimension.



Takes a step back at the right moment and is then right there the next – that  
is the art of the GLE design. Only the distinctive AMG Line and wheels up  
to 55.9 cm (22 inches) in size can make it sportier. This expression of clarity  
and dynamism is typical of Mercedes-Benz design today.

Consummate design from any angle.



The GLE is equipped with the outstanding MBUX infotainment system.  
This includes a natural voice control system and a touchscreen, and is able  
to learn more about the driver’s habits and preferences on every trip.

Follow your intuition.



For the first time, the GLE is now available with a third seat  
row with two full-size seats. Access to the third row is easy,  
while the flexibility provided by an adjustable second seat  
row makes the footwell very adaptable. And what’s even better  
is that the improved spatial concept of the GLE still provides  
more legroom and comfort in the rear.

More space for  
an imposing interior.



The GLE demonstrates effortless superiority on any terrain. But the E-ACTIVE BODY 
CONTROL suspension takes the comfort to a whole new level.

Quiet, please. For one of the world’s most 
sophisticated suspension systems.



MBUX Augmented Reality  
Navigation. Trailer Manoeuvring Assist.

ENERGIZING Package Plus. Head-up display.

To enable you to find your way in complex traffic 
situations, MBUX Augmented Reality Navigation  
(optional) connects the virtual world with the real 
world. The technology incorporates graphical navi-
gation instructions and traffic information into live 
images. So you reach your destination quickly,  
safely and stress-free.

Save time and spare your nerves when manoeuvring: 
with Trailer Manoeuvring Assist you can complete  
reversing manoeuvres calmly and confidently – even 
in difficult situations. For inexperienced drivers  
of car/trailer combinations in particular, the assisted 
steering is a genuine help.

The ENERGIZING Package Plus is unique. It provides 
the highest level of comfort for all the senses. To this 
end, a maximum of premium features are combined 
with innovative intelligence. The result is quite fasci-
nating: your Mercedes can vitalise and cosset you  
in specific ways. For prolonged alertness at the wheel 
and an exceptionally pleasant drive.

The best outlook for sporty driving enjoyment and  
an assured driving experience: the head-up display 
transforms your windscreen into a stunning digital 
cockpit. This means you always have a direct view of 
key information. Your full attention remains on the 
road and the traffic conditions in front of you.



Third seat row for two people. Widescreen Cockpit.Electrically adjustable rear seats. Burmester® high-end 3D surround sound system.
The seats and load capacity available in your vehicle are just as diverse as your 
lifestyle. The third seat row for two additional passengers can be quickly folded  
up or down at any time. Use the flexibility to suit your specific needs – depending 
on whether you want to carry extra passengers or large items of luggage.

Design that impresses, right from the start: the elegant Widescreen Cockpit. And 
the more you explore, the better it gets: choose between four different display 
styles, follow the navigation guidance provided by MBUX Augmented Reality Navi-
gation and position the desired content according to your individual preference. 
All on two large 31.2 cm (12.3-inch) displays under a stylish glass cover.

The electrically adjustable second seat row brings a convenient level of flexibility: 
extend the load space at the simple touch of a button and position the rear  
seats as you require them. It all makes for a quick and easy way to create extra 
load capacity.

Sound on a par with that of luxury home music systems. Speakers in the roof  
liner compose a three-dimensional sound. They conduct the system like your  
personal orchestra – with VIP settings for individual seats or style settings such 
as “Live” or “Easy Listening”.



The EXCLUSIVE Interior design and equipment line. The Night Package.
The EXCLUSIVE Interior allows you to show what matters to you: the utmost in  
elegance, and top-class quality down to the most minute detail. The luxurious 
highlights and fine ambience of your interior will bring you a whole new sense of 
joy every day and reflect your good taste.

More character – expressive style. In combination with the AMG Line, the Night 
Package adds striking highlights in the form of exclusive black design features. 
These accentuate the sporty character and athletic design idiom of your vehicle. 
Ideal for individualists who appreciate an expressive design.

Standard equipment and appointments.
Powerful vehicle with powerful character: the exterior conveys strength and  
elegance. The generous proportions exude effortless superiority and safety.

Chrome elements create stylish highlights. Aerodynamic optimisation measures 
deliver first-class efficiency values and ensure pleasantly quiet driving acoustics.

The AMG Line.
The expressive styling of the AMG Line exterior adds a thoroughly dynamic touch 
to your vehicle. For a clear distinction from the standard model. As such you  
can make a clear statement for powerful design. The AMG Line interior lends your  
vehicle a more visible and tangible sense of sportiness. With it, you make a  
clear statement and show immediately what matters to you: an ambience that is  
dynamic and exclusive in every detail.



E-ACTIVE BODY CONTROL fully active suspension.Driving Assistance Plus Package. 
In “Curve” mode, the vehicle can actively lean into a bend. This minimises the 
transverse force and tangibly increases comfort and dynamism. In “Comfort” 
mode, ROAD SURFACE SCAN with stereo camera scans the road ahead of the  

The optionally available Driving Assistance Plus Package can tangibly reduce the 
strain on the driver, particularly on long trips but also in confusing urban traffic. 
The GLE is available with the very latest generation of this package, which can now 
provide support in even more driving situations: for example in a traffic jam or  

vehicle. The suspension struts are then activated so as to substantially reduce  
the body movements when driving over bumps in the road. There are two other 
modes to choose from: “Sport” and “Offroad”.

in advance of bends, roundabouts or junctions. The GLE can follow the vehicle  
in front even in stop-and-go traffic. This also relieves the driver of the bothersome 
task of restarting after each stop.



Not an SUV. An AMG.
Every Mercedes-AMG is a masterpiece in its own right, with an unmistakable character. What 
unites our performance vehicles and sports cars is their irrepressible sporting spirit. Their 
passion for top performance. It is generated at the point where engineering skill meets 
a very special attitude: the spirit of AMG. We believe that you have to keep on chal-
lenging limits in order to achieve new goals. We accept nothing as a given. Because 
limits are imposed by people, and it’s also people who can overcome them. It’s 
this attitude that enables us to achieve outstanding performance for motor 
racing – and for the road.

Welcome to the world of AMG.

www.mercedes-amg.com



Dimensions.

1 At minimum to maximum height with steel suspension. All figures in millimetres. The illustrated dimensions are mean values. They are valid for vehicles in basic specification and in unladen condition.
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This publication is distributed internationally. However, information regarding statutory regulations, legal  
requirements and taxation and the consequences thereof applies to the Federal Republic of Germany 
only and is correct at the time of the editorial deadline. For the definitive latest information, please contact 
your  authorised Mercedes-Benz sales partner.

Please note: changes may have been made to the product since the editorial deadline (08.09.2021). The 
manu-facturer reserves the right to make changes to the design, form, colour and the product specification 
dur-ing the delivery period, provided these changes, while taking into account the interests of the vendor, 
can be deemed reasonable with respect to the purchaser. Where the vendor or the manufacturer uses 
symbols or numbers to describe an order or the subject of an order, no rights may be derived solely from 
these. The illus-trations may show accessories and items of optional equipment which are not part of 
standard specification. 

Askja · Krókhálsi 11-13, 110 Reykjavík, Iceland · askja.is  02-1021

For 20 years now it has been our belief that sport has the power to connect people and motivate them 
in a unique way. We have facilitated urgently needed access to our support programmes for millions  
of children and young people, so helping them to achieve positive change in their lives. The programmes 
that we support together with Laureus Sport for Good are in line with the United Nations’ Sustainable 
Development Goals and are part of an exciting major global movement to effect positive change in the 
world. In buying a Mercedes-Benz you are supporting the “Laureus Sport for Good” movement.




